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1 Items provided in AxP-BOB-RACKKIT

AxP-BOB-RACKKIT includes the following items:
- 2x long ears
- 4 fasteners inter box

Also, the AxP-BOB-RACKKIT provides the following items:
- 4x square nuts (for ear mounting)
- 4x short hexagonal screws (for ear mounting)
- 4x medium long hexagonal screws with brake threads to fix the faces

Notice that 8x short hexagonal screws, 8x square nuts and 2x small ears are supplied with each AVDT-BOB in their carton box.

Some of these parts have to be used for the mounting of 2 or 3 AVDT-BOB together to make a 1U 19” rack.

2 Mounting of one AVDT-BOB for 1U 19” rack
3 Mounting of two AVDT-BOB for 1U 19” rack

3.1 Step 1: Unscrew the 8 screws as below

3.2 Step 2 to 5: Screw 2 fasteners + 1 long ear + 1 small ear as below
4 Mounting of three AVDT-BOB for 1U 19” rack

4.1 Step 1: Unscrew the 16 screws as below

4.2 Step 2 to 5: Screw 4x fasteners and 2x small ears as below